SOME   CRITICS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
politigues, in which he shows that " not only political economy
but also legislation and government rest on factors which are
essentially contradictory, not only with each other, but intern-
ally in themselves, and which are nevertheless all of them
necessary and unanswerable/'x Take for instance the very idea
of la communaute—society. It is to begin with incompatible
with the family, which is both its image and its prototype; it
cannot work without laws to regulate and apportion duties,
and yet the very idea of law destroys it; it can live neither
with nor without organization and justice. Similarly, division
of labour creates wealth and is detrimental to the worker who
makes it; machinery decreases the worker's toil but both
supplants and demoralizes him; competition is* needed to
create value and then destroys the worker; monopoly in a
similar way is both necessary and deadly; taxation, property,
credit—all are bundles of contradictions. Not only is contra-
diction inherent in the various phenomena of life, it is in a
sense life itself, which is the perpetual resultant of the clash
of two irreducible absolute forces. Politics, social life spring
from the conflict of the State and private property, so that
we may say that every social negation implies a subsequent
contradictory affirmation.2
All constructive thought must therefore be synthetic, re-
solving Hegelian-wise the thesis and the antithesis.3 It is not
to be wondered at that his mind worked in that particular
manner; he himself was a bundle of contradictions : proletarian
and bourgeois, frank atheist but with a mystical fervour and
an intensity of moral passion that men are scarcely wont to
expect outside religion, violent in his thought and tender-
hearted, not towards his friends only but to mankind in general
in spite of the hard things he said about it,4 suspicious alike
1	Letter, 24th October 1844.
2	De la Revolution', p. 125.
3	Michel (op. tit., p. 411) states the influence of Hegel was greater than
Proudhon cared to admit, but Marx reproached Proudhon for giving only
the first two terms of the Hegelian system, thesis and antithesis; he never
reached synthesis (Misers de la PhilosopMe).
4	" II faut aider a cette humanite vicieuse, mechante, comme vous faites
pour vos propres enfants; il faut bien vous dire que votre gloire, et votre
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